
An investment that lasts
Legendary performance and reliability from two of the 
most trusted names in bar and club sound. We offer 
proven product solutions with the added value of the 
industry’s best customer support.

Ambience is everything
Creating the right atmosphere is essential to your  
venue’s success, and quality sound is key. Our systems 
deliver superior performance for every part of your 
property, from the foyer to the dance floor.

Controlled coverage
Achieve sonic clarity and control in the most challenging 
acoustical environments – such as under high ceilings 
and between seating and dancing areas – with installed 
loudspeaker systems designed specifically for bar  
and clubs.

Flexible options 
An extensive speaker portfolio including ceiling, pendant 
and Electro-Voice surface mount models combined 
with a growing range of energy saving amplifiers to suit 
your musical needs in every space and for every budget. 
Always best in class audio, efficiency and reliabillity.  

Ease of use  
Simple zone and level controls for installed audio systems 
help your staff focus on helping customers enjoy their visit. 
Electro-Voice and Dynacord solutions are quick to set up 
and easy to use, ensuring every room can be equipped 
with the sound quality you need, when and where you 
need it.

SOUND SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

BARS AND CLUBS
Audio that never sleeps

EV has the right speaker  
and dispersion for any  
situation. They deliver all  
the output you can ask for,  
and they are lasting forever 
in these installations. As an 
integrator, I really love that.
Mike Pereira, Streamline Systems
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BARS & CLUBS
SYSTEM EXAMPLE FOR BACKGROUND & FOREGROUND AUDIO

System overview
EVID-S loudspeakers provide full-range coverage  
for back  ground music in bar and patio areas.  
EVC loudspeakers supply more robust support for  
foreground music in areas such as the dance floor  
or performance areas.

System benefits
EVC and EVID-S can be used together to provide  
full audio coverage to different areas. 

Unique Dynacord technologies for reduced cost of 
ownership, low energy consumption, flexible power 
usage and system protection included in V series and  
C series amplifiers. 

MXE5 can be used as the audio matrix and system 
controller with intuitive zone mixing features and Dante 
connection. TPC-1 and WPN-1 wall panels can also  
be added for desired end-user control.

DYNACORD | ELECTRONICS

1x V600:4 (bar and patio)

1x C2800FDi (performance system - mid-high  
loudspeakers)

1x C3600FDi (performance system - subwoofers)

Optional: 1x MXE5
If you need it, we’ve got it
Electro-Voice offers the industry’s most complete  
portfolio of installation-dedicated loudspeaker solutions, 
with acoustically and aesthetically matched surface-
mount, ceiling-mount, pendant-mount and flush-mount 
models for spaces of every size and shape, indoors or 
outdoors.

Models from each series may be mixed and matched for 
consistent performance across any application, providing 
system designers with complementary building blocks to 
address the needs of a wide range of venues and  
acoustical challenges.

ELECTRO-VOICE | LOUDSPEAKERS

4x EVID-S5.2T (background)

4x EVC-1152 (mid-high loudspeakers)

6x EVC-1181S (subwoofers)
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BACKGROUND


